Agenda
Harper County
Board Of County
Commissioners
Harper County Courthouse
Monday, February 1, 2021 - 9:00 a.m.
A. Call To Order
B. Pledge Of Allegiance
C. Public Comment
Citizens are encouraged to speak to items on the agenda when recognized by the
Chairman. Citizens desiring to speak to matters not on the agenda may do so at this
time. Comments are limited to five (5) minutes and the Commission will take no action on
items not on the agenda. Items introduced under Public Comment may become agenda
items at a later date.
D. Approval Of Minutes
E. Payment Of Vouchers
F. Items Of Business
1. Ami DeLacerda - HR - 9:15 A.m.
l

Department Update

2. Melinda McCurley - Community Development - 9:30 A.m.
l
l

Housing Rehab Application
Department Update

3. Jan Harding, Pat Patton, Holly Noble - 10:00 A.m.
l

Transfer Update

4. Curt Logsdon - Public Works - 10:30 A.m.
l
l
l
l

Department Update
Title Signing
Discussion on NE 130 Road
Bridge Repair Priority Discussion

Documents:
01042021 PUBLIC WORKS M _ I PLAN (1).PDF
GRADING 122120 - 011521.PDF
5. Linda Langley - Internal Auditor - 11:30 A.m.
l
l

Transfer Summary
County Processes

6. Department Head Meeting - 12:00 P.m.

5. Linda Langley - Internal Auditor - 11:30 A.m.
l
l

Transfer Summary
County Processes

6. Department Head Meeting - 12:00 P.m.
l

Health Department Basement

G. Correspondence
H. Adjourn

HARPER COUNTY
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

2021 ROAD MAINTENANCE AND
IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Approved January 04, 2021
Developed by Curt Logsdon
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INTRODUCTION

In 2020 Harper County introduced the Road Maintenance and Improvement Plan Policy. The
policy established the guiding principles and methodologies for maintaining and improving our
road system consisting of approximately 1237 miles of roadways with 1167 miles being gravel
road surfaces and approximately 70 being paved roadways and 560 bridges.
Our primary emphasis in the 2020 Road Maintenance and Improvement Plan Policy will be asset
management. We have established program areas for hard surface and gravel road maintenance.
These program areas are designed to insure asset preservation and the best level of services
possible with available resources. We have also established measurement tools within each
program area so that we can track performance and use the real data to help guide our programs
and services.
Starting in 2021 we plan to implement the 2021 Maintenance and Improvement Plan. This will be
the first year on the annual maintenance program. These transportation plans are very
dependent on the weather and the crews must react to the changing conditions that weather can
cause. Being reactionary is not efficient and getting back to normal routine maintenance as soon
as possible will be the goal after any emergency or extreme weather event.
We will contract projects and maintenance where they provide the best economic value for the
County. Public Works will be constantly reviewing the past performance and condition levels so
we can continually improve how we manage the road system.
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ANNUAL ROAD MAINTENANCE PLAN
This year is the first year of our annual maintenance plan and will be focused on scheduled asset
preservation. All maintenance activities have been prioritized and scheduled to optimize safety,
weather, equipment, personnel, materials, and budget. By using a systematic plan, we believe we
can uphold cost effective service levels optimizing the life span of all assets.
I. GRAVEL ROAD MAINTENANCE
Gravel road maintenance consist of four programs: Route Grading, Resurfacing, Dust
Suppressant and Drainage. Our goal is to have routine maintenance service on each gravel road.
With approximately 1167 miles of gravel roads it was necessary to prioritize gravel roads into (4)
four service levels. The levels of service are listed as Priority 1-4 with Priority 1 as the highest
priority level for maintenance and Priority 4 as the lowest priority. Providing routine maintenance
can be very difficult at times due to changing conditions. Weather is the largest factor and
challenge for gravel road maintenance. We have to constantly adjust to the conditions and
sometimes react to major weather events. This makes it very difficult to have a consistent
maintenance cycle. If you feel any gravel road needs maintenance and you would like to know
when it could be scheduled to be maintained, please feel free to contact us at (620) 842-5240 and
we will assess the condition, prioritize it and let you know when it will receive maintenance.
A.) Route Grading
Each gravel road (Route Grading Road) will be maintained as needed. These roads will be broken
into (7) seven routes averaging about 167 miles each. Graders will be performing ditching
operations during the winter and spring to utilize the moisture for compaction on as many gravel
roads as possible prior to the drier part of the grading season. When material is lost from the
surface on the gravel roads throughout the year due to weather, traffic and routine grading, most
of this material ends up in the ditch. It is imperative that this material is retrieved from the ditches
for proper drainage, shape and elevation of the road surface. Residents should be advised that
during ditching operations, material within the ditches will be placed on the roadway and that the
material will be used to regain the proper profile of the road. When ditching is performed, the
surface of the road will seem rough or loose until the material is compacted by traffic. This is a
necessary step in improving the overall quality of the roadway. Once the moisture is lost, we will
focus more on surface maintenance on the higher traffic gravel roads (priority roads). By staying
on these higher traveled roads we can shorten the route size and reduce the grading cycle time.
Graders will not deviate from their route’s cycle unless there is a safety concern or an emergency
situation. Our goal is to strive for equality throughout the County. Graders will not be pulled from
their routes for service requests (unless justified as a safety concern), as this would not be fair for
residents waiting for their roads to be graded on the route. By accomplishing this, we feel that we
can uphold a level of service that encompasses equality in service throughout the County.
Dedicated route operators will maintain a dust suppressed gravel road only if it has been identified
as a safety concern, during emergency situations or when conditions are optimal.
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B.) RESURFACING
Throughout the year, weather permitting, road base will be added (resurfacing) to roads for
maintenance purposes or for improvement purposes (i.e. – preparation for new hard surface). The
roads placed in this category are roads that are being improved, roads that have a high
maintenance cost in their current condition, or roads that have been identified as having high traffic
counts. Starting this year, gravel road surface material will be added to a variety of road sections
for maintenance needs. We plan to resurface about 3 miles of gravel road. Locations will depend
on safety, maintainability and usage. Roads or road segments that will receive resurfacing are as
follows:
➢ NE 60 Ave (K44 to NE10RD) 1 mile
➢ SW 30 Ave (K2 to SW20RD) 2 miles
➢ NW 40 Ave (K2 to NW30RD) 3 miles
We feel that it is important to evaluate our roads and place the gravel where it will be the most
beneficial. If a roadway is acceptable for a mile and has one section in the middle that is
unacceptable we are going to put our efforts into that one bad section of roadway so that the
overall condition of the road is improved. This will save repeated responses to the same
problematic area. By using this strategy, the overall condition of our gravel road system will steadily
improve.
C.) DUST SUPPRESSANT
Dust suppressant application operations will generally begin in May depending on weather. A dust
suppressant material will be applied to a gravel road with 100 or more cars average daily traffic
(ADT), some roads with less than 100 ADT may require dust suppressant. Total miles receiving
dust suppressant this year will be 0 miles as this is the first year of this program. We anticipate
that starting in 2022 some sections of road will have dust suppressant applied. All dust suppressed
gravel roads will be maintained as needed using water and compaction equipment to help retain
the dust suppressing materials that have been applied to the roadway. These operations will be
completed by a properly equipped grading crew. This year we plan to apply dust suppressant to
the following roads: 0
D.) DRAINAGE
Drainage operations on gravel roads will focus on things such as re-grading all ditches that have
been damaged from winter maintenance operations, cleaning-out clogged culverts as well as
installing rock checks and drop boxes to prevent silt migration. If you would like tips on how to
prevent your culvert from getting clogged, please call our offices or send us an e-mail and we can
schedule an onsite meeting to evaluate and assess your culvert for improvements. Drainage will
be prioritized by the following criteria: Safety concerns, erosion/storm water concerns, structural
integrity of roadway, classification and traffic counts. Crews will maintain and install culverts as
needed for normal roadway drainage needs also mitigating and repairing any erosion/storm water
issues. We plan to make large drainage improvements to the following roads because of historical
flooding and roadways washing out creating reoccurring expenditures of taxpayer funds;
➢ NE 150 RD aka Pasture Road: install two (2) new 72” wide low-profile culverts with flares.
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II. HARD SURFACE MAINTENANCE
For Hard Surface Roads, preventative maintenance overlays, pothole repair, shouldering, and
other repairs will be conducted during the summer months (Typically May thru October). Road
segments presenting safety hazards will take priority, and operations will then begin on the highest
traffic count roads and work to the lowest traffic count roads. In the winter (Typically November
thru April), along with snow and Ice removal, crack sealing operations will begin.
A.) DESIGN LIFE APPLICATION
➢ Harper County currently has approximately 70 miles of paved roads. To properly perform
preventative maintenance on paved roads it is paramount that all paved roads receive a
chip seal application every 5 years to effectively help a 20 designed road reach its design
life. By being proactive and applying a chip seal application every 5 years we believe we
can extend a roads design life from 20 years to 30+ years therefore assuring sustainability
of Harper County’s road network. In order to chip seal roads at this rate we will need to
schedule 14 miles starting next year (2022).
➢ Due to our current asphalt distress created from past contractors, current budget and not
knowing which roads will be replaced or repaired by contractors it is not practical to
schedule roads for chip seal in 2021.
➢ Starting in spring of 2021 Public Works will inspect all paved roads, prioritize and budget
for maintenance overlays beginning in 2022.
B.) REPAIRS
Areas in need of repairs are mostly because of premature failures of contracted roads. Many of
the following roads will be warranted by contractor which will need saw cutting, replacing large
damaged areas of subgrade and pavement failure. It may be necessary for public works personnel
to repair areas that become unsafe before contractor makes repairs to the following roads;
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Danville Road
Bluff Road
Freeport Road
Corwin Road
Attica Road
Ridge Road

C.) DRAINAGE
Drainage operations on hard surfaced roads will focus on the same things as on gravel roads.
Drainage will be prioritized by the following criteria: Safety concerns, erosion/storm water
concerns, structural integrity of roadway, classification and traffic counts. Crews will maintain and
install culverts as needed also mitigating and repairing any erosion/storm water issues.
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III. BRIDGE MAINTENANCE
Harper County has a total of 560 bridges within the road system. The oldest bridge was built in
1915 and the newest in 2020. These bridges must stay in compliance with 53 RS and 289 OffSystem County Bridges in full compliance with the Federal Highway Administration and Kansas
Department of Transportation (KDOT). KDOT administers the inspection program for the bridges
using a contracted bridge inspection consulting agency and then the bridges are inspected biannually. The Public Works Department will use the report to determine the proper maintenance
and repair suggested by the report.
Effective bridge maintenance programs improve public safety, extend the service life of the
structure, and reduce the frequency and cost of repairs. The objective is not only to repair existing
deficiencies, but also to take corrective measures to prevent or reduce future problems. When tied
to a competent bridge inspection program, regular maintenance represents the most cost-effective
approach for achieving long service life from existing structures. Unfortunately, maintenance is
often neglected until critical problems develop that require major restoration or replacement of the
structure.
In times of declining budgets, the first program reduced as a money-saving measure is often
maintenance, when, in fact, reduced maintenance substantially increases long-term costs. In
general terms, bridge maintenance includes those activities necessary to preserve the utility of a
bridge and ensure the safety of road users. In practice, all maintenance is either preventative or
remedial.
Bridge maintenance is divided into the four following categories:
1. Preventative maintenance involves keeping the structure in a good state of repair to reduce
future problems. At this stage, decay or other deterioration has not started, but the
conditions or potential are present. Keeping dirt off of deck, replacing running boards, crack
sealing asphalt and concrete decks, keeping channel open and debris away from piles.
2. Early remedial maintenance is performed when decay or other deterioration is present but
does not affect the capacity or performance of the bridge in normal service. At this stage,
more severe structural damage is imminent unless corrective action is taken. Replacing
deck boards, repairing and patching asphalt and concrete decks,
3. Major maintenance involves immediate corrective measures that restore a bridge to its
original capacity and condition. Deterioration has progressed to the point where major
structural components have experienced moderate to severe strength loss and repair or
replacement is mandatory to maintain load-carrying capacity etc. Replace rotted piles,
stringers or caps.
4. Bridge rehabilitation is another form of restoration performed on bridges that are functionally
or structurally obsolete. Rehabilitation is similar to maintenance in some ways because it
involves many of the same methods and techniques; however, rehabilitation is performed
to improve the geometric or load-carrying capacity of an existing bridge, rather than to
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restore the original capacity. Rehabilitation is most commonly performed on older bridges
that were built to lesser geometric or loading standards than those required for today’s
modern traffic.
Our goal is to have all bridges within Harper County to only need Category 1 Maintenance. With
our current inventory showing that 99 bridges have reached their full life span it has become
apparent that it is not practical for Harper County to rehabilitate or replace all bridges as the report
suggests.
Public Works will begin a 2021 Bridge Review Study this year. This study when done, will be used
to identify what bridges could be closed through attrition. By allowing us to redirect funds from
bridges that are not essential to bridges that are necessary to move people and commodities
safely, economically and without restraint throughout Harper County we will be able to reach our
goal within the next 20 years.
In 2021 we will be focused on repairs to current bridges that are either currently closed or have
had load ratings lowered because of needed repairs. Additionally, every year many bridges
develop broken floor and/or running boards and need immediate attention to allow bridges to
remain open and stay safe.
The following bridges are planned for repairs as follows:

BRIDGE YEAR

STATE #

COUNTY#

LOCATION

696-20

0747.5-0696.0

696-20-2500/T.5-19.0

SE 20 RD BETWEEN SE 20 AVE – SE 40 AVE

757-E

NE 70 AVE BETWEEN NE 110 RD – NE 120 RD

713-R

SW 150 AVE BETWEEN SW 10 RD – SW 20 RD

725-J

1967

0725.0-0678.5

725-J-2500/I.0-10-5

NW 90 AVE BETWEEN HWY 160 – NW 70 RD

714-16

1965

0739.1-0714.0

714-16-500/P.1-28.0

SW 106 RD BETWEEN HWY 179 – SW 20 AVE

690-3

1961

0713.8-0690.0

690-3-4000/16-C.8

NW 10 RD between NW 140 and NW 150 AVE

682-2

1945

0711.9-0682.0

682-2-4500/ B.9-12.0

NW 50 RD BETWEEN NW 150 AVE – NW 155 AVE

731-AA 1972

0731.0-0712.9

731-AA-2500/L-27.5

SW 60 AVE BETWEEN SW 100 RD-SW 106 RD

723-Q

0723.0-0694.0

723-Q-500/H-18

SW 100 AVE BETWEEN HWY 2 – SW 10 RD

1965
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The following bridges are currently planned for replacement as follows:

BRIDGE

YEAR

686-14

COUNTY#

LOCATION

686-14-3500/N.7-14

NW 30 RD BETWEEN NW 30 AVE – NW 40 AVE

700-17

1965

700-17-1000/Q.2-21.0

SW 40 RD BETWEEN HWY 179 – SW 10 AVE

660-20

1970

660-19-4500/T.0-1.0

NE 160 RD BETWEEN NE 15 AVE – NE 30 AVE

676-15

1959

676-15-2500/9.0-O.5

NW 80 RD BETWEEN NW 20 AVE – NW 30 AVE

704-30

1970

704-30-1000/DD.2-23

SE 60 RD BETWEEN SE 120 AVE – SE 130 AVE

668-11

1965

668-11-500/5-K.1

NW 120 RD BETWEEN NW 60 AVE – NW 70 AVE

708-8

1966

708-8-4000/H.8-25

SW 80 RD BETWEEN SW 80 AVE – SW 100 AVE

702-4

1972

702-4-2500/ D.5-22

SW 50 RD BETWEEN SW 130 AVE – SW 140 AVE

678-10

1964

678-10-500/J.0-10.0

NW 70 RD BETWEEN NW 70 AVE – NW 80 AVE

IV. WINTER MAINTENANCE
A.) PLOWING/ICE CONTROL
➢ This year snow removal will only be provided with high snowfall amounts, during blizzard
and high drifting.

ROAD IMPROVEMENT PLAN
I. HARD SURFACE ROAD IMPROVEMENT
Many of the roads that meet the criteria for the Hard Surface Road Improvement are
existing hard surfaced roads that are needing rebuilt and gravel roads that have
imported road base, require dust suppressant or stabilization and have increased
maintenance grading needs. This process, although necessary, is time consuming and
expensive and consequently adds to the life cycle cost of the road. Therefore, roads that
fall under the Hard Surface Road Improvement this year are those that are currently
gravel roads that need to be hard surfaced (i.e. – chip seal application, asphalt
application).
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A. NEW HARD SURFACE

AVG ADT OVER
LENGTH
SEGMENT ENDS

PROJECT YEAR

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2021

SW140AVE - AKA CORWIN RD from hard-surface to K2

128

5

2022

NE40AVE - AKA BERLIN RD from Hwy 160 to NE60RD

125

9

2023

SW60RD - AKA EAGLE RD from Hwy 179 to SW30AVE

110

3

2024

SW60RD - AKA EAGLE RD from SW80AVE to SW50AVE

155

3

2025

No Paving Project – Push funds to 2026 for Waldron

2026

SW80AVE - AKA WALDRON from K2 to SW60RD

90

6

2027

Push funds into maintenance

2028

Push funds into maintenance

2029

Push funds into maintenance

2030

Push funds into maintenance

➢ Corwin Road from K2 to existing hard surface at SE 50 RD. 5 miles
a. Clear and grub right-of-way.
b. Hire contractor to pave road.
➢ Berlin Road
a. Hire an Engineering Firm to do a sub-surface investigation to design 9 miles of Berlin
Road subgrade and pavement for 20-year design life.
b. Hire CFS to design bridge on Berlin Road for replacement prior to road construction.
c. Clear and grub right-of-way to NE 60 RD to be done by Public Works.
d. Hire contractor to build new bridge on Berlin.
e. Go out to bid for contractor to pave Berlin Road from K160 to NE 60 RD spring of
2022.
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B. DESIGN LIFE APPLICATION
➢ None scheduled this year. The first of our annual design life applications will begin in 2022.
II. ROAD RECONSTRUCTION • None Scheduled this year.
II. RIGHT-OF-WAY(ROW), SIGNAGE AND TRAFFIC CONTROL
The Right-of-Way (ROW) Division is responsible for identifying public ROW, assuring compliance
with Harper County Regulation, acquiring additional ROW and easements when needed, and
ensuring that traffic control devices and safety appurtenances such as guardrail meet Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) requirements/specifications.
Prior to road improvement projects, it is often necessary to identify the public ROW so that the
extent of the ROW can be utilized if necessary to construct a proper roadway with adequate
drainage. This is a very time-consuming process and often needs to happen years in advance of
a proposed project. The ROW crew will place markers to designate the ROW once found, and we
always ask residents to locate and mark their property pins so that everyone knows where the
ROW and private property boundary is. The ROW crew is also responsible for signage and road
safety throughout the County. They also collect information related to usage of the road so that we
have accurate data to provide for enhanced engineering of the roads.
Program (core) areas that will be worked on this year are:
As mandated by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) that all Traffic Control Devices (TCD’s)
be upgraded to High-Intensity Sheeting and have a Replacement/Maintenance Plan in effect. We
will develop a plan prioritizing
➢ roads which will be brought up to full compliance with the MUTCD and update our
Replacement/Maintenance Plan.
➢ This is in addition to standard maintenance/repairs of damaged/missing signs not
scheduled for replacement this year.

➢ Record Average Daily Traffic (ADT) counts.
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Harper County

December 21, 2020 through January 15, 2021

